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Part 1 : Biological functions
It is difficult to design an artificial shape and a function for use in the body. Designed shapes
and functions sometimes ruin the surrounding tissue, because they disorder the adaptive selfremodeling of living tissue. For example, if a fractured thigh bone was supported by a rigid
fracture plate for a long time, then the strength of the supported bone reduced gradually because of
disuse bone atrophy. This thought to be an example that the function of thigh bone was ruined by
artificially designed function. Our theme is "Bio-Environment Designing" which is thought to be
the key concept for successful tissue-engineering treatment and advocates that the object of
designing is not the biological functions but the environments.
As living things show a proper shape and a function in proper environment, bio-environment
setting has been commonly used in several fields such as agriculture and so on. On the other hand,
function designing is a dominant concept of engineering where the function is analyzed and
reconstructed in an optimized structure. Back-grounds for the bio-environment setting are rather
teleological, but that for designing are mechanical. Fundamental methods for the "BioEnvironment Designing" are similar to that for the bio-environment setting, but do not based on
only teleological arguments. So, before explaining concrete methodologies of the "BioEnvironment Designing" this part discuss what the biological function is, and what essential
difference is between “interaction” and “function”.

Evolution of memory systems
There would be some adaptive interactions which could be seen in the relationship between
continuous diversity and environmental change as shown in Fig. 1(a). This kind of adaptation or
function-like shape can be seen in some crystal growth, Conway's Game of Life, and so on. Each
diverse interaction is not a function itself, but shows adaptive action when certain shapes are
selected in environmental changes. These inorganic or electronic interactions may appear
functional, but I suppose that many readers hesitate to recognize them as functions.
One characteristic of the biological functions is having memory systems. If time-series
cascade such as the bio feed back loop shown in Fig. 1(b) had been acquired and responded to the
environmental changes then the system obviously may be called function. This adaptability to the
environmental change has a short-term memory system. Some types of long-term memory
systems such as the gene or the brain system may be acquired by the same token as shown in Fig.
1(c). They might be the highest functional mechanisms acquired in living thing which have
complex structures including sensors and programs and show efficient and strong adaptation to the
environmental change. The long-term memory systems also have some complex and prodigious
functions.
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Evolution of Memory Systems
Fig. 1 Hierarchic structures of biological functions. Adaptive interactions can be
seen between environmental change and diversity as shown in (a) process. Short–term
memory systems such as feed-back system (b) would be acquired as a biological
function which shows an adaptive function. Long–term memory systems such as gene
or brain system(c) might be acquired by the same token. The long-term memory
systems show some complex and prodigious functions.

If making an unnecessary additional comment on Fig. 1, it is not necessarily the case that the
memory system is typical for all the living things. If all the noninvertible phenomena could be the
physical memory system, the meaning of Fig.1 would lead us to a delusional idea that all the
phenomenon including time itself is observed by interaction between non-serial information (such
as coherent process) and serial information (such as noninvertible process). The diversity
essentially is caused by coherent process. For example, if the interactions of cellular automaton
are set one by one in the “Conway's Game of Life”, we cannot see the wonderful diverse shapes
and movements. However, scientists should not think thus far, because it leads us to Zen riddles
which cannot be expressed logically. I will go back to the logically-acceptable assumption that the
memory system shown in Fig.1 is confined to a general “biological” category.

Essential difference between “interaction” and “function”
Then, what is the difference between “interaction” and “function”. Both depend on physical
matters or phenomena, but teleological words are often used for explanation of biological
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functions such as ”What purpose that this shape appears?”, or “What function does the protein
serve?”. Some people think that “function” is an objective attribute. However, semiotic
considerations teach us that the functions exist through interpretation. For example, speed itself is
not a function if there is no interpretant. Speed is one physical attribute of interaction measured by
distance and a certain time scale. However, if a person wanted to arrive somewhere by a car
quickly, then the speed would be a function of the car interpreted by this person. Functions of a
spoon depend on whether the interpretant is a baby or a magician. So the functions depend on the
users criteria notwithstanding what function is intended by the designer.

Biological memory systems are not the objects of designing but
milestones for nurturing function
The "functions” as they are known in the engineering field are imitations of the biological
functions, and interpreted by human’s brain. For example, a function of the automatic pilot
system for a helicopter is to control the flying route. So the function may be assessed by the
accuracy of its flying route. But imagine the function of the swallow’s flight, which should be
assessed by other criteria such as catching worms or escape from crows. The swallow’s function
should not be interpreted by human criteria but by a swallow’s criteria. The swallow’s brain
system would be an interpretants of these functions. However, considering that biological
function (for example that of protein) has multiple meaning by tissue type, by time, and by the
amount of each, the assumption that “the network of biological memory systems are the
interpretants of function” would explain the ambiguity and complexity of the biological functions.
And, this assumption lets the scientist to design the bio-environment easier. The "BioEnvironment Designing" is not mere “setting” based on teleological concept, nor some arrogant
bio-function designing, but scientific methodologies designing the environment to nurture the
biological functions in it. The memory structures such as gene expressions, feed back loops and
so on, are not the objects of designing but milestones of the nurturing. If the biological functions
have its interpreting standpoints on each memory system, we should not change the standpoint so
easily using arbitrary translation to our brain-system’s meaning. Our knowledge on the memory
systems have not reach to such a high level, but to just the alphabet level.
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